Pressure and density scaling for colloid-polymer systems in the protein limit.
Grand canonical Monte Carlo and histogram reweighting techniques are used to study the fluid-phase behavior of an athermal system of colloids and nonadsorbing polymers on a fine lattice in the "protein limit," where polymer dimensions exceed those of the colloids. The main parameters are the chains' radius of gyration, R_{g}, the diameter of the colloids, σ_{c}, and the monomer diameter, σ_{s}. The phase behavior is controlled by the macroscopic size ratio, q_{r}=2R_{g}/σ_{c}, and the microscopic size ratio, d=σ_{s}/σ_{c}. The latter ratio is found to play a significant role in determining the critical monomer concentration for q_{r}≲4 and the critical colloid density for all chain lengths. However, the critical (osmotic) pressure is independent of the microscopic size ratio at all macroscopic size ratios studied. Quantitative agreement is observed between our simulation results and experimental data. We scale our results based on the polymer correlation length, which has previously been suggested to universally collapse these binodals [Bolhuis et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 90, 068304 (2003); Fleer and Tuinier, Phys. Rev. E 76, 041802 (2007)]. While the density binodals exhibit universal characteristics along the low-colloid-density branch, such features are not present in the corresponding high-density phase. However, pressure binodals do collapse nicely under such a scaling, even far from the critical point, which allows us to produce a binodal curve whose shape is independent of either size ratio.